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1571 ABSTRACT 
The present invention provides a method of decoding a 
spread spectrum composite signal, the composite signal 
comprising plural user signals that have been spread with 
plural respective codes, wherein each coded signal is 
despread, averaged to produce a signal value, analyzed to 
produce a tentative decision, respread, summed with other 
respread signals to produce combined interference signals, 
the method comprising scaling the combined interference 
signals with a weighting factor to produce a scaled com- 
bined interference signal, scaling the composite signal with 
the weighting factor to produce a scaled composite signal, 
scaling the signal value by the complement of the weighting 
factor to produce a leakage signal, combining the scaled 
composite signal, the scaled combined interference signal 
and the leakage signal to produce an estimate of a respective 
user signal. 
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CANCELLATION FOR CDMA 
APPLICATIONS 
ORIGIN OF THE INVENTON 
consists of the user’s coded signal multiplied by PN1 and 
exp(-j$l). The signals u(k,m) and v(k,m) for each user are 
then input into the first parallel cancellation stage for which 
k is equal to 1. As explained previously, each parallel 
5 cancellation stage requires only one bit time, or Tb, causing 
each stage to be delayed by the product of the number of 
previous stages and 
the series Of 
signals u(L@) for each value of m equal to 1 through M are 
10 processed by an output filter 120 and a final decision device 
125, which is a hard limiter (the use of which is described 
The invention described herein was made in the perfor- 
mance of work under a NASA contract, and is subject to the 
provisions of Public Law 96517 (35 USC 202) in  which the 
Contractor has elected to retain title. 
The Outputs Of the final stage L, 
BACKGROUND OF THE -ON 
below). 
Each stage of IC, for example stage k, consists of the 
processing steps shown in FIG. 2. ne signal u(k,m) is 
interference cancellation for use with code division multiple 15 processed for each user by a matched filter 150 (for example, 
access (CDMA) communication techniques. an integrate-and-dump circuit for a rectangular pulse shape) 
2. Background Art to produce a maximum signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at its 
Multiuser communications systems that employ CDMA Output. For eXaIIpk, the signal u(1,1), i.e. for user 1 at the 
exhibit a limit on the number of users that can simulta- first stage, will be dominated by the user signal s(1) because 
neously comunic& over a channel and maintain a spec& 2o it is the only user signal that has been despread in the signal 
fied level of performance per user. This limitation is caused U(1,l). The output of matched filter 150 corresponding to 
by the domination by other user interference over the u(l,l> is analyzed by a decision device 155 to make a 
additive thermal noise. general, solutions to this limitation tentative decision concerning the bit polarity of the user 
have employed either optimum detection or interference signal, for example S(1). In Prior art parallel IC systems, the 
cancellation methods. 25 decision device 155 consisted of a hard limiter, or one-bit 
One advantageous approach to interference cancellation quantizer, the transfer characteristics of which are shown in 
py) has been the processing of multiuser inter- FIG. 3, which may be referred to as a hard decision output. 
ference to simultaneously remove from each user the total For is a 
interference produced by the re&g users accessing the positive voltage Of 0.67, a hard limiter decision device 
channel as described by, for example, ‘‘Cascaded co-channel 30 Would indicate S(1) has a bit polarity of +l. Thus, if a hard 
interference and diversity comb-g for spread- limiter were used as the decision device 155 (shown in HG. 
spectrum multiaccess over multipath fading channels”, by 2), mG. 
Yoon, Kohno, and Imai, Symposium on Information Theory Returning to FIG. 2, the output of the decision device 155 
and its Applications, Sep. 8-11,1992. This approach allows 35 is remodulated and respread by modulator 160, which is a 
each user in the system to receive equal treatment in any conventional multiplier, With a signal that consists of signal 
attempt to completely cancel his multiple user interference. v(k,m) after processing by a time delay circuit 165 and a 
In addition, the delay required to complete a parallel IC complex conjugate circuit 170, which produces the conju- 
operation is only a single bit time, as compared to serial IC gate of carrier phase -$l, i.e. $1. Thus, except for amplitude, 
methods that require a delay on the order of the number of 4o the output of modulator 160 is a recreation of an estimate of 
users multiplied by the bit time as described by, for example, the baseband signal transmitted by each user. To complete 
U.S. Pat. No. 5,218,619,issued Jun. 8,1993 toPaul W. Dent. the recreation of an estimate of s(l), a rescaling ampMer 
IC 175 amplifies the Signal With an eStimati? Of the transmitted 
method is shown in FIG. 1 having L cancellation stages, Power of S(1)- 
where k is the number of each stage. A composite signal 45 Estimates of all transmitted signals are simultaneously 
consists of a series of coded signals from users 1 through M, recreated in the same manner in each stage k. To cancel out 
each used to modulate an FW carrier using conventional other user interference, recreated signals from all users 
modulation techniques, such as phase shift keying. Antenna except the one of interest are summed and subtracted from 
100 receives the composite signal, from which the complex the baseband signal r(t). For example, the recreated signals 
Carrier of frequency w and zero phase angle is removed by 50 for users 2 through M are added in a signal summer 180 and 
demodulator 105 to produce a baseband signal r(t). For each subtracted in a baseband summer 185 from the baseband 
user m equal to 1 through M, the unique code PN(m) used signal r(t), which has been delayed for one bit time Tb by 
to modulate the signal in the user transmitter, for example baseband delay circuit 190. The output signal of the base- 
PN1, is mixed by mixer 110 with a carrier phase -$ assigned band summer 185 is then demodulated in output modulator 
by the receiver to that user, for example phase -41, to form 55 190 with a signal consisting of the appropriate user code, for 
a composite signal v(k,m). Demodulator 115, which is a example PNl, and the complex conjugate, for example -$l, 
conventional multiplier, decodes or &spreads the signal of the carrier phase $ used in modulator 160, which is 
received from. for example user 1, by multiplying the produced by an output complex conjugate circuit 195. The 
baseband signal r(t) by the user code, for example PN1. In outputs of stage k are, for each user signal, a signal (for 
addition, demodulator 115 demodulates signal r(t) by the 60 example u(k,l)) which is an estimate of the user’s transmit- 
Carrier phase assigned to this user, for example $1. The ted signal and a signal (for example v(k,l)) which is a 
signals used to demodulate are generated by conventional mixture of the user’s code and an assigned user carrier 
coherent reception methods employing, for example, carrier phase. 
synchronization loop techniques. This method attempts to fully cancel the multiuser inter- 
The resulting signal u(k,m) consists of the despread, 65 ference at each stage L of the IC device. This type of parallel 
demodulated signal s(m) received from a user. for example IC processing may be referred to as “brute force” cancella- 
s(1) plus interference signals from all other users that each tion and has a major shortcoming in  that it p e r f m  this 
1. Technical Field 
The present invention relates to an improved method of 
if the Output Of the matched filter 
would represent prior art* 
A complex baseband model of a prior art 
5,644,592 
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cancellation operation without regard to the quality of the 
interference knowledge. In the early stages of IC, the 
interference estimate may be poor because of low signal- 
to-interference plus noise ratio, and it may be preferable not 
to use the estimate to cancel interference. For example, if the 
transmitted bit polarity is a +1 and if the output of matched 
filter 150 (as shown in FIG. 2) for user 1 is a small negative 
value such as -0.4, the decision device shown in FIG. 3 may 
mistakenly indicate a -1 bit polarity. This effectively adds 
interference in the IC method rather than removing it. In 
addition, brute force cancellation fails to take advantage of 
the fact that as the IC operation progresses by stages, the 
estimates of the multiuser interference improve and should 
be given more weight in later stages. 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
The present invention comprises a parallel IC system that 
reduces the degrading effect of multiuser interference and 
exhibits improved performance over the previously consid- 
ered parallel IC techniques. The amount of interference 
actually removed at each stage of the IC operation depends 
on the quality of the estimates of the interference itself. By 
not using an IC technique in which removal of the total 
interference is attempted at each stage of IC operation, the 
IC process is controlled in accordance with the quality of the 
interference knowledge. 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
FIG. 1 is a functional schematic of the parallel stages of 
a prior art IC system. 
FIG. 2 is a functional schematic of a stage of an IC 
system, which comprises prior art if the decision device of 
FIG. 3 is used. 
FIG. 3 is a graph of the transfer characteristics of the 
decision device of the IC system shown in FIG. 1. 
FIG. 4 is a functional schematic of a stage of the IC 
system of the present invention. 
FIG. 5 is a graph of the transfer characteristics of a 
tentative decision device with a null zone function. 
FIG. 6 is a graph of the transfer characteristics of a 
tentative decision device with a linear function. 
FIG. 7 is a graph of the transfer characteristics of a 
tentative decision device with a hyperbolic tangent function. 
FIG. 8 is a graph of the degradation factor as a function 
of the number of users for the prior art parallel IC system 
compared to the IC system of the present invention. 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERREDEMBODIMENT 
The IC technique of the present invention generally 
incorporates the structure of IC stages shown in FIG. 1, but 
differs from the prior art in the steps performed within each 
stage, as shown in the schematic diagram of FIG. 4. 
Tentative Decision Devices 
An initial aspect of the invention is to replace the decision 
device 155 (shown in FIG. 2) with a tentative decision 
device 200 with transfer characteristics that reduce the 
cancellation effect of the tentative decisions when the qual- 
ity of such decisions is poor. Thus, the output of the matched 
frlter 150, i.e. a signal value, is analyzed by a tentative 
decision device 200 to determine if a decision concerning 
the polarity of each information bit of the signal s(M) should 
be made at each stage of the IC process. 
The transfer characteristics of the tentative decision 
device 200 may be selected to optimally decide whether or 
4 
not to make a decision concerning the signal information. 
For example, rather than using the hard limiter decision 
device of the prior art, a null zone device is used with the 
transfer characteristics shown in FIG. 5, which does not 
5 make a decision concerning the bit polarity unless the signal 
strength exceeds a threshold value. The reason for this 
approach is that when a user’s signal-to-interference plus 
noise ratio is low, it is better not to attempt to cancel the 
interference from that user than to erroneously detect a data 
IO bit and thus enhance his interference. For this reason, the 
threshold value for a null zone device is indirectly related to 
the user’s signal-to-interference ratio and may be optimized 
at each stage of the scheme. 
One disadvantage of using a hard or null zone limiter for 
15 the tentative decision device 200 is that, in order to perform 
the respreading and remodulating operations in modulator 
160. the receiver must have knowledge of each user’s power, 
carrier phase and frequency, and PN code timing, which 
must be estimated by the receiver, i.e., by using coherent 
20 reception. This disadvantage may be overcome by using a 
tentative decision device 200 with linear transfer 
characteristics, such as that shown in FIG. 6, which effec- 
tively makes no decision concerning the user’s bit, which 
may be referred to as a soft decision output. 
The use of a linear tentative decision device has several 
advantages in the present invention. Since the signal com- 
ponent of the output of a linear device used as the tentative 
decision device 200 (shown in FIG. 4) is linearly propor- 
tional to the square root of the user’s power, the receiver 
30 need not estimate these signal powers prior to the cancel- 
lation operation and thus, the rescaling amplifier 175 (shown 
in FIG. 4) would not be needed Additionally, since there is 
no need to reconstruct the carrier phases. noncoherent (i.e. 
differential) detection may be used. Additionally, the com- 
35 bined advantages of the linear tentative decision device and 
the hard limiter tentative decision device can be achieved 
with a device having transfer characteristics based on a 
hyperbolic tangent function tanh ( a , ~ )  where x denotes the 
input to tentative decision device 200, as shown in FIG. 7. 
40 The slope of this device at the origin (i.e.a) can be optimized 
for each stage. Furthermore, for unequal user powers, a can 
vary from user to user within a given stage. 
Partial Interference Cancellation 
25 
A second aspect of the invention concerns the use of 
45 partial IC at each stage. As described previously, the brute 
force IC technique shown in FIG. 2 does not result in a 
receiver with the best performance because it attempts to 
fully cancel multiuser interference at each stage, including 
early stages in which the bit data decisions are less reliable. 
50 Indeed, the invention only partially cancels the multiuser 
interference in the early stages, with the amount of cancel- 
lation increasing as the IC process iterates towards the final 
data decisions, i.e., as the quality of the interference esti- 
mates improves. 
As shown in FIG. 4, a weighting factor p(k) is introduced 
by the invention to allow for partial cancellation of the 
multiuser interference at the k th stage. The baseband signal, 
r(t-(k-1)Tb), is multiplied by p(k) in the signal scaling 
amplifer 205, which results in, for user 1, the following 
55 
60 signal: 
P ~ ) ~ ( l ) P N l e x p ( i ~ l ~ . p ( k ~ ( 2 ) P N ~ ~ ~ ~ z ~  . . . 
p ( k ) s ~ P ~ e x p O ~ M )  
In order to avoid the loss of signal information that would 
65 otherwise result at the output of the baseband summer 185 
from the tentative decision device 200, a “leakage path” 
signal for s(1) is created by multiplying the signal output of 
5,644,592 
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matched filter 150 by a weighting factor of 1-p(k) in the 
leakage path amplifier 210. The output of the leakage path 
amplifier 210 must be remodulated and respread by leakage 
path modulator 215 to create a leakage path signal compat- 
ible with the baseband signal which is, for user 1, as follows: 
s(1)PNlexpO' @l)-p(k)s(I)PNlexp(+$l) 
Since the baseband signal has been scaled down by p(k) 
in the signal scaling amplifier 205, the interference cancel- 
lation signal from signal s m e r  180 is also scaled down by 
the same weighting factor p(k) in the interference cancella- 
tion amplifier 220, the signal output of which, for user 1, is 
the following: 
~(k)s(z)PNzexp(i@z~~(k)s(3)PN~xpO'3~ . . . 
pOr)sMPNMexp(i@M) 
When this signal is subtracted in the baseband summer 
185 from the sum of the outputs of the signal scaling 
amplifier 205 and leakage path modulator 215 (i.e. the 
previous two signals), the only remaining signal is an 
estimate of user 1's coded signal, i.e, s(l)PNlexp(-j$l). 
The value of p(k) depends on the stage of the IC process. 
As more interference is removed at each stage of the parallel 
IC technique of the invention, the quality of the estimates of 
the residual interference improves and the value of p(k) 
increases, i.e. less partial cancellation of the interference 
estimate is appropriate as IC estimates improve. For 
example, numerical modeling has shown that appropriate 
values of p(k) are from 0.5 in early IC stages to 1.0 in later 
stages, the specific values depending on the number of 
stages. Furthermore, if the user powers are unequal, then 
p(k) can vary from user to user within a given stage. It 
should further be noted that the brute force method of IC 
shown in FIG. 2 is equivalent to setting p(k) equal to one. 
Also, a single stage IC method with p(k) equal to zero is 
equivalent to a conventional CDMA receiver. 
In another embodiment of the invention, the leakage path 
created by the use of leakage path amplifier 210 may be 
derived from the output of the tentative decision device 200 
as shown by dotted line 225 in FIG. 4 rather than the output 
of filter 150, the latter corresponding to infinitely soft 
quantized (i.e. linear) tentative decisions. 
Although the invention has been described in the context 
of baseband demodulation in the interest of simplicity, the 
invention could be implemented using carrier demodulation. 
In this case, the functions of d e r  removal and baseband 
demodulation would be combined as the function of 
demodulation by a d e r  with an assigned phase angle for 
each user. e.g., $1, $2, . . . $M. 
The invention may be used with convolutionally coded 
modulation, in which case there exist at least two options for 
handling the tentative decisions made at each stage in the 
presence of total interference. One option is that these 
decisions can be made without considering the fact that each 
user's data is encoded, i.e., treating the data as if it were an 
uncoded symbol stream. These symbol-by-symbol decisions 
would then be respread and remodulated directly on the 
carrier of each user by modulator 160 (shown in FIG. 4). 
This is the simplest of the two options because the only 
delay involved is the time (one coded symbol interval) to 
make these decisions. The second option is to treat the 
incoming data stream per user as coded symbol streams and 
make the tentative decisions using a convolutional decoder 
(soft or hard decision), rather than the tentative decision 
devices 200 (shown in FIG. 4). In a hard decision output 
case, the resulting bit stream would be reencoded before 
6 
respreading and remodulation on the carrier. In the soft 
decision output case, the decoded signal should be modified 
to output soft parity bits (encoded bits). Thus, there is no 
need for reencoding. There is still, however, the need for 
5 respreading and remodulation. The second option performs 
better, but requires a delay on the order of the decoder buffer 
size. 
In carrying out the invention, if the user signal is uncoded, 
the final decision device 125 (shown in FIG. 1) is a hard 
limiter. For coded modulation, the final decision device 125 
would be linear (soft decision input to the decoder). 
When multipath signals are present, the parallel IC 
method of the invention can be modified by replacing the 
despreader (mixer 110 and demodulator 115 of FIG. 1) and 
matched filter 150 (shown in FIG. 4) typical of conventional 
l5 CDMA receivers with RAKE receivers and including a 
multipath generator (model of multipath channel) circuit 
after each respreading operation. 
Performance 
10 
The performance of CDMA systems is typically measured 
20 by plotting a degradation factor D (defined as the ratio in dB 
of the bit energy-to-noise spectral density ratio (%/No) 
required to achieve a given bit error rate in the presence of 
M users to that which would be required to achieve the same 
level of performance if only a single user was 
25 communicating) versus the number of users, M. for a fixed 
bit error rate P b Q  and processing gain 11 (ratio of code chip 
rate to data bit rate), for all users. Using a numerical model, 
the performance of the prior art parallel IC technique, i.e., 
brute force IC with hard tentative decisions, was compared 
3o with that of the parallel IC method of the invention in a plot 
of D versus M for Pb@)=10-2 and q = l O O ,  as shown in FIG. 
8. The degradation (D) for the 2 stages will reach a value of 
10 (&lo) when the Number of Users (M) equals a value of 
144 (M=144). The degradation (D) for the 3 stages will 
35 reach a value of 10 (D=lO) when the Number of Users (M) 
equals a value of 169 (M=144). A dramatic performance 
improvement is demonstrated by the parallel IC method of 
the invention. 
Although the present invention has been described with 
4o reference to preferred embodiments, workers skilled in the 
art will recognize that changes may be made in form and 
detail without departing from the spirit and scope of the 
invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method of decoding a spread spectrum composite 
signal, said composite signal comprising plural user signals 
that have been spread with plural respective codes, wherein 
each user signal is despread. filtered to produce a signal 
value, analyzed to produce a tentative decision value, 
5o respread, summed with other respread signals to produce 
combined interference signals, said method comprising: 
scaling one of said combined interference signals with a 
weighting factor to produce a scaled combined inter- 
ference signal; 
scaling said composite signal with said weighting factor 
to produce a scaled composite signal; 
scaling one of said signal value by the complement of said 
weighting factor to produce a leakage signal; and 
combining said scaled composite signal with a scaled 
combined interference signal and a corresponding leak- 
age signal to produce an estimate of a respective user 
signal. 
2. The method of claim 1 wherein said weighting factor 
has a value in the range of greater than zero and less than 
3. A method of decoding a spread spectrum composite 







ing plural user signals that have been spread with plural 
respective codes, wherein in each of said stages each user 
signal is despread, filtered to produce a signal value, ana- 
lyzed to produce a tentative decision value, respread, 
summed with other respread signals to produce combined 
interference signals, said method carried out in each of said 
successive stages comprising: 
scaling one of said combined interference signals with a 
weighting factor to produce a scaled combined inter- 
ference signal; 
scaling said composite signal with said weighting factor 
to produce a scaled composite signal; 
scaling one of said signal values by the complement of 
said weighting factor to produce a leakage signal; and 
combining said scaled composite signal with a scaled 
combined interference signal and a corresponding leak- 
age signal to produce an estimate of a respective user 
signal. 
4. The method of claim 3 wherein said weighting factor 
increases in each of said successive stages so as to reduce the 
value of said leakage signal in each of said successive 
stages. 
5. The method of claim 4 wherein said weighting factor 
increases monotonically from a first value of greater than 
zero in a first one of said successive stages to a last value of 
less than one. in a last one of said successive stages. 
6. A method of decoding a spread spectrum composite 
signal, said composite signal comprising plural user signals 
that have been spread with plural respective codes, said 
method comprising a plurality of interference cancellation 
steps performed in succession, wherein each step comprises 
the performance for each one of said user signals of the 
following substeps: 
despreading said composite signal to produce a despread 
signal corresponding to each user signal; 
filtering each despread signal to produce a signal value for 
each user signal; 
analyzing each signal value to produce an information 
signal for each user signal; 
respreading each information signal to produce an inter- 
ference signal for each user signal, 
summing at least the interference signals corresponding to 
user signals other than said one user signal to produce 
a combined interference signal; 
scaling said combined interference signal with a weight- 
ing factor to produce a scaled combined interference 
signal; 
scaling said composite signal with said weighting factor 
to produce a scaled composite signal; 
scaling said signal value by the complement of said 
weighting factor to produce a leakage signal, and 
combining said scaled composite signal, said scaled com- 
bined interference signal and said leakage signal to 
produce an estimate of said one user signal. 
7. The method of claim 6 wherein said weighting factor 
increases in each of said successive cancellation steps 
whereby reducing the value of said leakage signal in each of 
said successive steps. 
8. The method of claim 7 wherein said weighting factor 
increases monotonically from a first value of greater than 
zero in a first one of said successive cancellation steps to a 
last value of less than one, in a last one of said successive 
cancellation steps. 
9. The method of claim 6 wherein said filtering comprises 
averaging said despread signal over an integration period 
8 
10. The method of claim 9 wherein said integration period 
11. The method of claim 10 wherein said integer is one. 
12. The method of claim 6 wherein said analyzing com- 
5 prises processing said signal value by a hard limiting func- 
tion. 
13. The method of claim 6 wherein said analyzing com- 
prises processing said signal value by a linear function. 
14. The method of claim 6 wherein said analyzing com- 
1o prises processing said signal value by a hyperbolic tangent 
function. 
15. The method of claim 6 wherein said analyzing com- 
prises processing said signal value by a null zone function. 
16. A method of decoding a spread spectrum composite 
signal, said composite signal comprising plural user signals 
l5 that have been spread with plural respective codes, wherein 
each user signal is despread, filtered to produce a signal 
value, analyzed to produce a tentative decision value, 
respread, summed with all other respread signals to produce 
combined interference signals, comprising: 
combining a portion of each signal value with one of said 
combined interference signals and said composite sig- 
nal to produce an estimate of a respective user signal 
whereby to preserve information contained in said user 
signal. 
17. The method of claim 16 wherein said portion com- 
prises the complement of a weighting factor. 
18. The method of claim 17 wherein said weighting factor 
has a value in the range of greater than zero and less than 
19. The method of claim 16 further wherein said com- 
bined interference signals and said composite signal are 
scaled by a weighting factor prior to said combining. 
20. An apparatus for decoding a spread spectrum com- 
35 posite signal, said composite signal comprising plural user 
signals that have been spread with plural respective codes, 
wherein each user signal is despread, filtered to produce a 
signal value, analyzed to produce a tentative decision value, 
respread, summed with other respread signals to produce 
combined interference signals, comprising: 
means for scaling one of said combined interference 
signals with a weighting factor to produce a scaled 
combined interference signal; 
means for scaling said composite signal with said weight- 
ing factor to produce a scaled composite sign&, 
means for scaling one of said signal value by the comple 
ment of said weighting factor to produce a leakage 
signal; and 
means for combining said scaled composite signal with 
scaled combined interference signal and a correspond- 
ing leakage signal to produce an estimate of a respec- 
tive user signal. 
21. The apparatus of claim 20 wherein said weighting 
factor has a value in the range of greater than zero and less 
22. An apparatus for decoding a spread spectrum com- 
posite signal in successive stages, said composite signal 
comprising plural user signals that have been spread with 
plural respective codes, wherein in each of said stages each 
60 user signal is despread, filtered to produce a signal value, 
analyzed to produce a tentative decision value, respread, 
summed with other respread signals to produce combined 
interference signals, each of said successive stages compris- 
ing: 
means for scaling one of said combined interference 
signals with a weighting factor to produce a scaled 
combined interference signal; 











means for scaling said composite signal with said weight- 
means for scaling one of said signal value by the comple- 
means for combining said scaled composite signal, said 
scaled combined interference signal and said leakage 
signal to produce an estimate of said one user signal. 
5 factor increases in each of said successive cancellation 
stages whereby reducing the value of said leakage signal in 
each of said successive stages. 
26 wherein said weighting 
factor increases monotonically from a first value of greater 
than zero in a first one of said successive cancellation steps 
23. The apparatus of claim 22 wherein said weighting lo to a last value of less than one, in a last one of said 
successive cancellation steps. 
28. The apparatus of claim 25 wherein said filtering 
means comprises means for averaging said despread signal 
over an integration period. 
29. The apparatus of claim 28 wherein said integration 
Period comprises an integer m d ~ e r  Of bit times. 
30. The apparatus of claim 29 wherein said integer is one. 
31. The apparatus of Claim 25 Wherein said analyzing 
ing factor to produce a scaled composite signal; 
ment of said weighting factor to produce a leakage 2 6  The apparatus of claim 25 wherein said weighting 
signal; and 
means for combining said scaled composite signal with a 
scaled combined interference signal and a correspond- 
ing leakage signal to produce an estimate of a respec- 
tive user signal. 
27. ne apparatus of 
factor increases in each of said successive stages so as to 
reduce the value of said leakage signal in each of said 
successive stages. 
24. The method of claim 23 wherein said weighting factor 
increases monotonically from a first value of greater than l5 
zero in a first one of said successive stages to a last value of 
less than one, in a last one of said successive stages. 
25. An apparatus for decoding a spread spectrum com- 
signals that have been spread with plural respective codes, 2o a hard limiting function. 
said apparatus comprising a plurality of successive interfer- 
ence cancellation stages, wherein each stage comprises for 
each one of said user signals: 
posite signal, said composite signal comprising plural user means comprises for processing said signal value by 
32. The apparatus of claim 25 wherein said analyzing 
means comprises means for processing said signal value by 
a linear function. 
33. The apparatus of claim 25 wherein said analyzing 
means for despreading said signal to poducea 25 means comprises means for processing said signal value by 
despread signal corresponding to each user signal; 
means for filtering said despread signal to produce a 
signal value for each user signal; 
means for analyzing each signal value to produce an 
information signal for each user signal; 
means for respreading each information signal to produce 
an interference signal for each user signal; 
means for summing at least the interference signals cor- 
responding to user signals other than said one user 
signal to produce a combined interference signal; 
means for scaling said combined interference signal with 
a weighting factor to produce a scaled combined inter- 
ference signal; 
ing factor to produce a scaled composite signal; 
a hyperbolic function. 
34. The apparatus of claim 25 wherein said analyzing 
means comprises means for processing said signal value by 
a null zone function. 
35. An apparatus for decoding a spread spectrum com- 
POsik signal, said composite signal co@s*g Plural user 
signals that have been spread with plural respective codes, 
wherein each user signal is despread, filtered to produce a 
signal value, analyzed to produce a tentative decision value, 
35 respread, summed with all other respread signals to produce 
combined interference signals, comprising: 
a combiner for combining a portion of each signal value 
with said combined interference signals and said com- 
posite signal to produce an estimate of arespective user 
said user signal is preserved. 
30 
means for scaling said composite signal with said weight- 40 signal whereby a portion of information c o n b e d  in 
means for scaling said signal value by the complement of 
said weighting factor to produce a leakage signal; and * * * * *  
